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We have often, in this space, noted the difference 'between iorecasting 'and investment policy. 
That distinction is especially apt at the present time, and it would seem, therefore, appropriate 
to repeat the sermon once again. 

A forecast, at the present time, is an extremely risky undertaking. We can, for the moment, 
accept the hypothesis that we are, or were, at least as of October 11, in a bear market. On that 
day the Dow closed at 2365.10. Its current level Is not all that different. The questions 
facing the forecaster center around how far the decline might go and for how long might the 
market continue to fall. 

We have previously advanced tentative answers to these questions. We have noted that 
point-and-figure charts indicate two possible logical downside objectives for the Dow, the first 
at 2200 and the second at 1950. We noted last week that bear markets historically have been 
either of the "long" or "short" variety. The latter type could, conceivably, have been over in 
October, and should, In any case, end before early next year. The former, lengthy variety could 
be expected to continue throughout most of 1991. 

At this point the reader Is entitled to take us, rather seriously, to task. He can, quite 
rightly, point out that there exists a great deal of dollar difference between Dow 2200 and 
Dow 1950. Likewise, there are a great many potentially agonizing months between the spring of 
1991 and the winter of 1991-1992. Indeed, said reader may weli ask, "Why don't you simply admit 
that you don't know how low the market Is going?" 

OK, we admit it. However, we don't have to care. Here lies the crucial distinction between 
forecasting -and policy~' 'We-are, - as' noted ~above,- by-definition' In' a '-bear-market.' ~The- appropriate' -
policy In such a market is a defensive one. We do not need to know how low or for how long the 
market will decline. We need only to be confident that the market will, in time, suggest the 
effective end of the decline by Its own action. For the market technician, this constitutes an 
article of faith. 

The bottom of a bear market is, again by definition, a major low. Major lows ha ve, in the 
past, almost invariably been accompanied by one or both of two phenomena, a selling climax and a 
takeoff rally. Prior to the late 1970's, both generally occurred. In more recent, 
Institutionally dominated markets, often only the latter has manifested itself. Climaxes and 
takeoffs are, quite simply, days on which there occurs highly unusual upside or downside action, 
unusual, In terms of the extent of an advance or decline, its breadth, and its accompanying 
volume. Such days have, to date, been conspicuous by their absence. 

The averages have posted three lower lows so far, August 23, September 28, and October 1l. 
The first of these showed some evidence of what one should be looking for---1640 declining Issues 
as the Dow touched its low and 1453 advances on the August 27, 80-point rally. Volume on that 
day was, however, a miniscule 160 million shares. The subsequent mOVe to lower levels was, 
therefore, not surprising. More recently, the market has railled since its mid-October low---by 
almost 6% to Its high at just above 2500 this Monday. Are there any signs of a takeoff on this 
advance? 

There were, at best. a couple of good days, more than 1100 advances on both October 18 and 19 
in the course of a 133-point rise on the Dow. Volume Increased somewhat to just over 200 million 
shares. However, neither the ratio of advances to declines or that of upside volume to downside 
volume came anywhere near the levels one should see on a strong upside day. 

Quite simply, in other words, the sort of action that should accompany the end of a bear 
market has not yet occurred. Were it to occur over the short term, we would be perfectly willing 
to turn optimistic. We are also willing to recognize the possibly of sensitive indicators 
pointing to a relatively weak, short-term rally. However. considerably more technical evidence 
than has so far been provided would be necessary to induce us to suggest abandoning a defensive 
stance. 
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